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Abstract

Expanding populations incur a mutation burden – the so-called expansion load. Previ-

ous studies of expansion load have focused on codominant mutations. An important

consequence of this assumption is that expansion load stems exclusively from the accu-

mulation of new mutations occurring in individuals living at the wave front. Using indi-

vidual-based simulations, we study here the dynamics of standing genetic variation at

the front of expansions, and its consequences on mean fitness if mutations are recessive.

We find that deleterious genetic diversity is quickly lost at the front of the expansion,

but the loss of deleterious mutations at some loci is compensated by an increase of their

frequencies at other loci. The frequency of deleterious homozygotes therefore increases

along the expansion axis, whereas the average number of deleterious mutations per indi-

vidual remains nearly constant across the species range. This reveals two important dif-

ferences to codominant models: (i) mean fitness at the front of the expansion drops

much faster if mutations are recessive, and (ii) mutation load can increase during the

expansion even if the total number of deleterious mutations per individual remains con-

stant. We use our model to make predictions about the shape of the site frequency spec-

trum at the front of range expansion, and about correlations between heterozygosity and

fitness in different parts of the species range. Importantly, these predictions provide

opportunities to empirically validate our theoretical results. We discuss our findings in

the light of recent results on the distribution of deleterious genetic variation across

human populations and link them to empirical results on the correlation of heterozygos-

ity and fitness found in many natural range expansions.
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Introduction

Identifying and understanding the ecological and evolu-

tionary processes that cause range expansions, range

shifts or contractions has a long tradition in evolution-

ary biology (Darwin 1859; MacArthur 1972; Sexton et al.

2009). More recently, the growing appreciation of the

consequences of dynamic range margins on the ecology,

population genetics and behaviour of species has chan-

ged our views about several evolutionary processes,

such as the evolution of dispersal (Phillips et al. 2006;

Shine et al. 2011; Lindstr€om et al. 2013), life history

traits (Phillips et al. 2010) and species range limits (Pei-

schl et al. 2015).

Strong genetic drift at the margins of expanding pop-

ulations allows some neutral genetic variants that are

on the wave front to strongly increase in frequencies

and spread over large territories in newly colonized

habitats (Edmonds et al. 2004), a phenomenon called

‘gene surfing’ (Klopfstein et al. 2006). Gene surfing of

neutral variation has been investigated both theoreti-

cally (Hallatschek & Nelson 2008; Excoffier et al. 2009;

Slatkin & Excoffier 2012) and empirically (Hallatschek
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& Nelson 2008; Moreau et al. 2011; Graci�a et al. 2013).

Gene surfing can also affect the spread of selected vari-

ants (Travis et al. 2007; Burton & Travis 2008; Lehe et al.

2012; Peischl et al. 2013, 2015). Population genetics mod-

els of range expansions predict that expanding popula-

tions incur a mutation burden – the ‘expansion load’

(Peischl et al. 2013). Expansion load is a transient phe-

nomenon, but it can persist for several hundreds to

thousands of generations, and may limit the ability of a

species to colonize new habitats (Peischl et al. 2015).

Previous studies of expansion load assumed that

mutations were codominant. An important consequence

of this assumption is that standing genetic variation has

no effect on the dynamics of mean fitness at the front of

expanding populations (Peischl et al. 2013). In particu-

lar, the total number of mutations per individual, and

hence the individual’s fitness, remains approximately

constant if new mutations are ignored (Peischl et al.

2013, 2015). In additive models, expansion load thus

stems exclusively from the accumulation of new muta-

tions that occur in individuals living at the front of the

expansion.

Empirical evidence for expansion load may come

from humans, where a proportional excess of deleteri-

ous mutations in non-African populations has been

found (Lohmueller et al. 2008; Subramanian 2012; Tork-

amani et al. 2012; Peischl et al. 2013; Fu et al. 2014;

Lohmueller 2014). Importantly, when focusing on muta-

tions that occurred during or after the out-of-Africa

expansion, the excess of deleterious variants is not

restricted to rare variants (Peischl et al. 2013). This sug-

gests that proportionally more deleterious mutations

have risen to high frequencies in human populations

located in newly settled habitats. In contrast to what

would be expected from expansion-load theory, recent

analyses found no significant differences in the average

allele frequency of predicted deleterious alleles (Fu et al.

2014; Simons et al. 2014; Do et al. 2015). The average

number of predicted deleterious mutations carried by

an individual is, however, slightly but significantly

larger in non-Africans (Fu et al. 2014). In addition,

non-African individuals have significantly more loci

homozygous for predicted deleterious alleles than Afri-

can individuals (Lohmueller et al. 2008; Subramanian

2012; Fu et al. 2014). Whether and how human past

demography affected the efficacy of selection and the

spatial distribution of mutation load is thus still ongo-

ing, and the interested readers are referred to the recent

review of Lohmueller (2014) who provides a construc-

tive attempt at reconciling views on this subject.

It is an old observation that deleterious mutations

tend to be (partially) recessive (Morton et al. 1956;

Mukai et al. 1972). More recently, it has been shown

that most deleterious mutations have small effects and

that their effect size correlates negatively with recessive-

ness (Garcia-Dorado & Caballero 2000; Peters et al.

2003; Eyre-Walker & Keightley 2007; Agrawal & Whit-

lock 2011). Importantly, if mutations are recessive, the

number of deleterious mutations per individual alone is

not informative about the mutation load (Kimura et al.

1963). For instance, if deleterious mutations are com-

pletely recessive, mutation load is determined by sites

that are homozygous for deleterious alleles. Thus, if

mutations are even partially recessive, the genotypic

partitioning of deleterious variation is more important

than the total number of deleterious mutations carried

by an individual.

Past demographic events have been shown to affect

the genotypic composition of standing genetic variation

and therefore the mutation load, to an extent that is still

debated (Kirkpatrick & Jarne 2000; Lohmueller et al.

2008; Simons et al. 2014; Do et al. 2015). Kirkpatrick &

Jarne (2000) studied analytically the effect of a single-

generation bottleneck on the mutation load and showed

that a severe bottleneck would always increase the load

relative to a population at mutation–selection equilib-

rium for partially recessive variants and that effect is

stronger for more recessive alleles. In their model, most

deleterious variants are lost, but others sharply increase

in frequency and contribute proportionally more to the

load. Recently, these results were confirmed and

extended to more complex bottleneck scenarios that

were estimated from human genomic data (Gravel

2014). Interestingly, it seems that changes in the distri-

bution of the number of deleterious variants carried by

individuals after a bottleneck can be used to infer

whether selection is predominantly recessive or additive

(Balick et al. 2014).

Similar to bottlenecks, range expansions are also

known to affect the genotypic composition of neutral

standing genetic variation (Excoffier et al. 2009), but

seem to have a larger effect than bottlenecks on the

mutation load (Peischl et al. 2013). The role of standing

genetic variation in models of expansion load remains

however unclear when mutations are recessive. We

investigate here the effect of recessive mutations on the

dynamics of expansion load. In particular, we use indi-

vidual-based simulations to investigate the role of

standing genetic variation, the width of the habitat and

the composition of expansion load with respect to allele

frequencies and mutational effects.

Model and Results

Model

We model a population of diploid monoecious individ-

uals that occupy discrete demes located on a one- or
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two-dimensional grid (Kimura & Weiss 1964). Genera-

tions are discrete and nonoverlapping, and mating

within each deme is random. Adult individuals migrate

to adjacent demes with probability m per generation.

Migration is homogeneous and isotropic, except that

the boundaries of the habitat are reflecting, that is indi-

viduals cannot migrate out of the habitat.

Population size grows logistically within demes. The

expected number of offspring in the next generation

produced by the Nj adults in deme j is

N�
j ¼ R0

1þ ðR0 � 1ÞNj=K
Nj;

where R0 is the fundamental (geometric) growth rate

and K is the deme’s carrying capacity (Beverton & Holt

1957). To model demographic stochasticity, the actual

number of offspring, N0
j is then drawn from a Poisson

distribution with mean N*
j. Mating pairs are formed by

randomly drawing individuals (with replacement)

according to their relative fitness, and each mating pair

produces a single offspring. The process is repeated N0
j

times, leading to approximately Poisson-distributed

numbers of offspring per individual.

The relative fitness of individuals is determined by n

independently segregating biallelic loci. The alleles at

locus i are denoted ai (wild type) and Ai (derived).

Mutations occur in both directions and the genomewide

mutation rate is u; in each new gamete k, randomly

chosen sites change their allelic state, where k is drawn

from a Poisson distribution with mean u. The fitness

contributions of the genotypes aiai aiAi and AiAi at locus

i are 1, 1–hsi and 1–si, respectively. Here, si denotes the

strength of selection at locus i and h is the dominance

coefficient. Fitness effects are multiplicative across loci,

such that the fitness of an individual is given by

w = ∏iwi, where wi is the fitness effect of the ith locus

of the focus individual, that is there is no epistasis. In

contrast to absolute fitness, relative fitness is density

independent in our model. This assumption seems con-

servative, because if the fitness of individuals was den-

sity dependent (i.e. individuals would have more

similar fitness at low densities), neutral processes at the

expansion front would become even more important. In

the following, we will focus on codominant (h = 0.5) or

fully recessive (h = 0) mutations and refer to the Fig. S6

(Supporting information) for results obtained for inter-

mediate degrees of recessiveness. We assume that

mutation effects are drawn from the same distribution

of fitness effects (DFE) for all individuals (indepen-

dently from their current fitness).

We perform individual-based simulations of the

above-described model in 1D or 2D habitats. Our simu-

lations start from ancestral populations located in 10

leftmost (rows of) demes of the range. After a burn-in

phase that ensures that the ancestral populations are at

mutation–selection–drift balance, the population

expands from left to right until the habitat is filled.

Because we are mainly interested in the role of standing

genetic variation, we focus on relatively short expan-

sions, that is colonization of a 1 9 50 (1D) or a 20 9 50

(2D) deme habitat. The long-term dynamics of expan-

sion load have been studied elsewhere (Peischl et al.

2013, 2015).

Impact of standing genetic variation on expansion load

For simplicity, we first consider expansions along a

one-dimensional habitat and assume that all mutations

have the same effect, that is we set si = s, and investi-

gate 2D habitats and more complex distributions of fit-

ness effects in later sections. We mainly focus here on

mildly deleterious mutations with effects on the order

of NS = 1, because these mutations contribute most to

mutation load from standing genetic variation, and they

have been shown to behave essentially like neutral

mutations on the wave front during range expansions

(Peischl et al. 2013). In Peischl et al. (2013), we derived

an analytical approximation for the rate of change of

mean fitness at the expansion front due to the establish-

ment of new mutations. This approximation can be

modified in a straightforward way to account for reces-

sive mutations, and the numerical evaluation of these

results is shown in Fig. 1.

If mutations are codominant (h = 0.5), expansion load

is caused exclusively by the establishment of new muta-

tions occurring during the expansion, and standing

genetic variation has a negligible effect on the dynamics

of mean fitness (Peischl et al. 2013). Mean fitness at the

wave front decreases at a constant rate over time

(Fig. 1), and the rate at which mean fitness decreases

per generation is proportional to the number of new

mutations entering the population per generation (Pei-

schl et al. 2013).

The dynamics of expansion load changes dramatically

if mutations are recessive (Fig. 1). The analytical

approximation obtained in Peischl et al. (2013), which

ignores standing genetic variation, is a poor fit to the

observed dynamics of mean fitness (Fig. 1). In the first

few generations, mean fitness decreases much faster

than predicted by analytical theory for the accumulation

of new mutations (cf. solid and dashed black lines in

Fig. 1). Over the course of the expansion, the rate at

which expansion load is created slows down and grad-

ually approaches the analytical prediction. Then,

changes in expected mean fitness arise exclusively from

new mutations (cf. solid and dashed black lines for

t > 50 in Fig. 1, see also Fig. S1, Supporting informa-

tion). This shows that standing genetic variation plays
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an important role in the establishment of expansion

load if mutations are recessive, especially during early

phases of expansions. This result is qualitatively similar

to that of Kirkpatrick & Jarne (2000), who showed that

load was always increasing after a single-generation

bottleneck. The main novelty here is to consider the

effects of recurrent bottlenecks such as those occurring

during range expansions. For additional examples for

the evolution of mean fitness during range expansions,

including different migration rates (Fig. S2, Supporting

information), carrying capacities (Fig. S3, Supporting

information) and distribution of fitness effects (Fig. S4,

Supporting information), we refer to the Supporting

Information.

We next investigate the evolution of the genotypic

composition of standing genetic variation on the front

of an expansion along a single dimension. In general,

we find that the change in levels of diversity is very

similar in the neutral, codominant and recessive case.

In all cases, strong drift at the expansion front leads to

increased inbreeding, a reduction of heterozygosity and

higher homozygosity (Fig. 2). Indeed, the average

number of heterozygous loci per individual decreases

during the expansion (Fig. 2A), whereas the number of

loci that are homozygous for the derived allele increases

(Fig. 2B). Because we simulated a fixed number of loci,

the derived allele frequency shown in Fig. 2C is propor-

tional to the average number of mutations carried by an

individual. Note that for a given selection coefficient,

the initial allele frequency in the core depends on the

mode of selection, and is generally higher if mutations

are recessive. However, Fig. 2C shows that the total

number of mutations per individual remains nearly

constant during the expansion. Therefore, range expan-

sions (and bottlenecks) should have a relatively weak

effect on the individual fitness component that is due to

codominant mutations, in agreement with several recent

observations (Fu et al. 2014; Simons et al. 2014; Do et al.

2015). Also, at any given locus, mutations are either lost

or fixed over the course of the expansion, and the prob-

ability of fixation of a given mutation is close to its ini-

tial frequency (Peischl et al. 2013), suggesting that

(mildly and moderately) deleterious mutations are

behaving like neutral mutations on the wave front

(dashed lines in Fig. 2A–C). In 2D expansions, the

dynamics of genotype frequencies are qualitatively very

similar to 1D expansions (Fig. S5, Supporting informa-

tion). Strong genetic drift is therefore the major force

driving the evolution of genotype frequencies at the

wave front.

The nearly neutral evolution of allele frequencies on

the expansion front reveals a critical role of the degree

of dominance on the build-up of the expansion load. If

mutations are codominant, the fitness of an individual

is determined by the total number of mutations it car-

ries (Wright 1930). Thus, Fig. 2C shows that in the

codominant case, standing genetic variation would

have a negligible impact on fitness. In contrast, if

mutations are recessive, the fitness of an individual is

determined by its number of loci homozygous for the

derived allele. Because the number of derived homozy-

gous loci per individual rapidly increases at the front

of the expansions, standing genetic variation has a

severe effect on fitness if mutations are recessive

(Figs 1 and 2B).

Gene flow on the wave front of 2D expansions restores
diversity and fitness

In the following section, we focus on completely reces-

sive mutations (h = 0). Figure 3 shows an example of

the evolution of the mean fitness during an expansion

in a 2D habitat (20 9 50 demes). As in 1D expansions,

the mean fitness drops to low levels on the expansion

front within the first few (�30) generations and then

continues to gradually decreases at a slower rate. There

is however a considerable variation in fitness across the

Additive

Fig. 1 Evolution of mean fitness at the wave front. Dashed

lines show analytical predictions for the evolution of the mean

fitness due to de novo mutations initially derived in Peischl

et al. (2013), and adjusted here to account for the dominance

coefficient of deleterious mutations by simply changing the

selection coefficients of heterozygotes from 1�s/2 to 1�hs. In

the codominant case, the analytical prediction is adjusted to

match the mean fitness at the onset of the expansion, whereas

in the recessive case it is adjusted to the mean fitness observed

at generation t = 150. Simulations show results for the combi-

nation of standing and new genetic variation. Grey shaded

areas and black lines show results for recessive mutations

(h = 0), and blue shaded areas and lines show results for addi-

tive codominant mutations (h = 0.5). Solid lines indicate the

average mean fitness from 50 simulations, and dark and light

shaded areas indicate � one standard deviation and the mini-

mum and maximum of mean fitness, respectively. Other

parameter values are n = 1000, K = 100, u = 0.1, m = 0.1,

s = 0.01, R = 2 .
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wave front of 2D expansions (fitness differences of

more than 40%, Figs 3 and 4). At the end of the expan-

sion (Fig. 3, t = 150), we find a high-fitness ridge along

the expansion axis in the central part of the newly set-

tled species range, surrounded by sectors of low fitness

on the lateral edges of the species range (see also

Fig. 4A). This is partially caused by the lack of immi-

grants at the lateral edge of the species range (boundary

effect). However, the location of the high-fitness ridge

varies across simulation runs, suggesting that a bound-

ary effect alone cannot explain the observed patterns

(Fig. 4B).

Figure 4A shows the variation in fitness, heterozygos-

ity and derived allele frequency across the wave front

at the end of the expansion shown in Fig. 3. We find

that the average number of mutations per individual is

uniform across the expansion front, which means that

the variation in fitness across the expansion front is not

driven by a differential accumulation of mutations.

Contrastingly, variation in heterozygosity across demes

is substantial, ranging from demes with almost zero

heterozygosity to demes with heterozygosity as high as

before the onset of the expansion (cf. Figs 2A and 4A,

C). Genetic variation is quickly lost along the expansion

axis during the expansion, but gene flow between

nearby demes having established different mutations at

high frequency typically restores heterozygosity, espe-

cially after the expansion. Interestingly, diversity is

lower in populations close to the lateral edges of the

expansions due to a border effect translating into

reduced gene flow, which explains the occurrence of

lateral regions of low heterozygosity and mean fitness

(Fig. 4B). Because the deleterious effects of recessive

mutations are masked in heterozygotes, heterozygosity

correlates strongly with mean fitness across the wave

front (cf. solid and dashed line in Fig. 4A, and see

Fig. 4C).

Using a generalized linear mixed model, we estimate

the effects of several key quantities that can be mea-

sured in experimental set-ups (deme coordinates, simu-

lation number (random effect) and average

heterozygosity as independent variables, and mean fit-

ness as dependent variable), to identify whether we

find different heterozygosity–fitness correlations (HFC)

in core and in front populations. We indeed find a

strongly positive HFC at the front of the expansion

(Fig. 4C, regression slope �0.4, P � 10�5, see Table S1,

Supporting information), but not in the ancestral popu-

lation (Fig. 4D, P � 0.7, see Table S2, Supporting infor-

mation). The contributions of all other parameters to

mean fitness are not significantly different from zero

(see Table S1 and S2, Supporting information). Interest-

ingly, weaker but similar correlations are found at the

individual level within demes, suggesting that HFC cre-

ated after range expansions could be detected in sam-

ples from single populations. We performed linear

regression of heterozygosity and fitness for 50 individu-

als sampled from the same deme. Repeating this across

demes at the wave front (at generation t = 150) and

across simulation replicates, we found an average
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(C)

Heterozygotes

Derived homozygotes

Derived allele

Fig. 2 Evolution of standing genetic variation on the wave

front of a range expansion in one dimension. Each panel shows

results for codominant, recessive and neutral mutations. For

better comparison, neutral mutations were assumed recessive

deleterious during the burn-in phase of the simulations, but

neutral (in all demes) after the onset of the expansion. Parame-

ter values are as in Fig. 1. Note the different scales on the

y-axis for recessive (or neutral) and additive mutations in each

plot.
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regression slope of �0.1 (P < 0.05 in 78% of demes,

Figs 5 and S8, Supporting information). Furthermore,

we found that latitudinal position of demes has no sig-

nificant effect on the strength of within deme HFC

(Table S3, Supporting information).

Expansion load is driven by a few mutations occurring
at high frequency

So far we assumed that all mutations had the same

effect s. To investigate the composition of expansion

load with respect to mutation fitness effects, we now

consider the case where mutation fitness effects are

drawn from an exponential distribution with mean s.

Figure 6A,B shows the site frequency spectrum (SFS)

observed in core and front populations, respectively. In

core populations, the SFS shows the pattern expected

for sites under negative selection (Bustamante et al.

2001), with a large excess of low-frequency variants. On

the wave front, the total number of segregating sites is

reduced in marginal populations (cf. Fig. 6A,B). More

interestingly, as compared to core populations, we see a

markedly different SFS on the front, with a clear deficit

of rare and intermediate-frequency variants and an

increase in high-frequency variants (Fig. 6B). Thus, even

though fewer polymorphic sites with deleterious vari-

ants are found in more recently colonized areas than in

the ancestral region, the alleles at polymorphic sites

tend to be at higher frequency in more recently colo-

nized populations.

Figure 6C,D shows the distribution of polymorphic

loci stratified according to their mutation effect sizes.

The eight mutation effect classes have been defined

such that they represent the eight quantiles of the DFE,

that is the rate at which mutations of a given category

enter the population are equal for all categories. As

expected, we find that the number of polymorphic loci

generally decreases with increasing mutation effect size

and that large-effect mutations tend to be present at

lower frequencies than low-effect mutations (see

Fig. 6C,D). Compared to core populations, the allele fre-

quencies at polymorphic sites on the wave front tend to

be larger across all mutational effect categories (cf. yel-

low and red coloured areas in Fig. 6C,D). Furthermore,

the increase in allele frequency is most pronounced for

small effect mutations. Thus, expansion load is driven

mainly by standing deleterious mutations of small to

moderate effect (i.e. up to NS < 2 for the parameter val-

ues used in Fig. 6, see also Fig. S7 (Supporting informa-

tion) which shows analogous results for larger mean s)

that rise to high frequency during the expansion.

Discussion

We have investigated here the dynamics of an

expansion load caused by recessive mutations. Using

Longitude

La
tit

ud
e

Mean fitness

Fig. 3 Evolution of mean fitness during a range expansion. The simulated grid is 20 9 50 demes. Mutations are recessive and param-

eter values are as in Fig. 1.
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individual-based simulations, we have shown that shifts

in the genotypic composition of standing genetic varia-

tion can lead to a rapid drop of mean fitness at the

onset of an expansion (see Figs 1 and 2, and Figs S2–S4,
Supporting information) without necessarily affecting

the total number of deleterious alleles per individuals

(see Figs 2, 4, and S5, Supporting information). Figure 2

shows that genotype frequencies evolve almost neu-

trally at the expansion front and that strong genetic

drift at the expansion front increases the number of

derived homozygote sites per individual. The derived

homozygote frequency at the expansion front

approaches the initial frequency of the derived allele

over the course of the expansion (see Fig. 2B). The total

expansion load due to standing genetic variation, which

is proportional to the number of derived homozygous
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Fig. 5 Within deme heterozygosity–fitness correlations (HFC).

Each point corresponds to the fitness and heterozygosity of a

single individual, as inferred from a single simulation on a 20

by 50 grid. Colours correspond to different demes at the wave

front (at generation t = 150). Coloured lines show the linear

regression lines of heterozygosity and fitness within demes.

The dashed black line shows the overall (between deme) HFC

for comparison.

Fig. 4 Genetic properties of demes at the wave front and het-

erozygosity–fitness correlations (HFC) across demes in differ-

ent parts of the species range. (A) Example of the mean fitness,

the heterozygosity and the derived allele frequency at different

latitudinal positions at the expansion front when the habitat

has just been fully colonized (t = 150, simulation shown in

Fig. 3). The deme mean fitness on the wave front correlates

with heterozygosity, but not with derived allele frequency. (B)

Mean fitness at the front of the expansion from 10 distinct sim-

ulation runs (coloured lines) and the average over all simula-

tion runs (solid black line). (C) HFC on the expansion front at

generation t = 150. (D) No significant HFC in core populations

before the onset of the expansion (t = 0). In (C) and (D), each

point represents the mean fitness and average heterozygosity

of a single deme. Different colours in panels B–D correspond

to 10 distinct simulation replicates. Parameter values are as in

Fig. 3.
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sites, is therefore limited by the initial frequency of del-

eterious mutations. Thus, if many loci are polymorphic

for deleterious variants at the onset of the expansion,

the (recessive) expansion load from standing genetic

variation can dominate the total mutation load (see

Fig. 1). A similar phenomenon, although of lesser mag-

nitude, occurs if only some of the mutations would be

fully or if they would be partially recessive (see Fig. S6,

Supporting information).

Even though we find that our results are robust with

respect to changes in the migration rate (Fig. S2, Sup-

porting information) and carrying capacity (Fig. S3,

Supporting information), it would be interesting to fur-

ther explore the parameter space. Unfortunately, indi-

vidual-based simulations are computationally intensive,

especially, if both N and m are large, which prevents an

exhaustive exploration of the parameter space. Theoreti-

cal results suggest, however, that the effective popula-

tion size at the front of expanding populations depends

only weakly on the local carrying capacities (Hallat-

schek & Nelson 2008). Similarly, migration rates seem

to have a weak effect on the effective population size at

the expansion front (Peischl et al. 2013; see also Fig. S2,

Supporting information). Allee effects, that is a reduc-

tion in fitness when conspecific density is low, strongly

decrease the strength of drift at expansion fronts (Hal-

latschek & Nelson 2008; Roques et al. 2012) and could

therefore mitigate expansion load. Importantly, Allee

effects appear to be important in many examples of

range expansions or invasive species (Green 1997; Tay-

lor & Hastings 2005).

The effect of range expansions on deleterious genetic

diversity is also reflected in the site frequency spectrum

(SFS, see Fig. 6). As compared to stationary populations

in the core of the species range, populations from more

recently colonized areas have fewer segregating sites,

but proportionally more high- and low-frequency vari-

ants (cf. Fig. 6A,B). These differences in the SFS of core

and front populations should provide an opportunity to

evidence expansion load from sequence data and to

infer important quantities such as the distribution of fit-

ness effects (Keightley & Eyre-Walker 2007; Boyko et al.

2008; Racimo & Schraiber 2014). The development of

statistical and computational methods able to infer

parameters under spatially explicit models including

range expansions and selection remains, however, a

major challenge (Sousa et al. 2014).

Interestingly, human genomic data are consistent

with our predictions for genomic signatures of expan-

sion load. In particular, the number of segregating sites

is higher in African populations than in non-African

populations (Lohmueller et al. 2008), non-African popu-

lations show an excess of low-frequency and high-fre-

quency deleterious alleles (Lohmueller et al. 2008; Fu

et al. 2014), the average number of sites that are homo-

zygous for predicted deleterious variants sites is larger

in non-African individuals (Fu et al. 2014), and the

average number of predicted deleterious mutations

per individual is slightly, but significantly, larger in

non-Africans (Fu et al. 2014). Determining mutation

load (or, alternatively, fitness) from genomic variation

data is, however, an intrinsically difficult problem
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Allele frequency class

Core Front

Allele frequency class

Mutation effectMutation effect

0 < p < 0.1
0.1 < p < 0.2
0.2 < p < 0.3
0.3 < p < 0.4
0.4 < p < 0.5 0.9 < p < 1

0.8 < p < 0.9
0.7 < p < 0.8
0.6 < p < 0.7
0.5 < p < 0.6

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

Fig. 6 Distributions of segregating sites

in core and front populations after 2D

range expansions. The distributions are

stratified according to allele frequencies

(site frequency spectrum, top row) and

mutation effects (bottom row). The plots

are normalized with respect to the total

number of sites that segregating in any

of the colonized demes. In the top row,

allele frequencies (p) are binned in deci-

mal intervals, and the boundaries of these

intervals are indicated on the x-axis.

Results were recorded 150 generations

after the onset of the expansion, which is

shortly after the habitat was colonized

completely (mean time to colonization

�130 generations, see also Fig. 3). Panels

(A) and (C) show results for a core popu-

lation [XY coordinates (5, 10)], (B) and (D)

for a front population [XY coordinates (45,

10)]. Mutations are recessive and their

effects are drawn from an exponential

distribution with mean s = 0.01. Other

parameter values are as in Fig. 1.
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because mutation load depends on many unknown

parameters (selection coefficients that may vary over

space and time, epistatic interactions, dominance rela-

tionships, etc.), and the relevance of comparing a popu-

lation with deleterious mutations to a theoretical

population free of such mutations is questionable

(Lesecque et al. 2012). Testing theoretical predictions of

the effect of a range expansion, or other demographic

scenarios (e.g. Simons et al. 2014; Do et al. 2015), on

functional diversity with human genomic data might

nevertheless be extremely useful to substantially

increase our understanding of the complex interactions

of demography and selection.

We assumed here that fitness is density independent,

but one could imagine that fitness differences between

individuals could be decreased at low densities, making

drift relatively stronger than selection on range mar-

gins, promoting expansion load even further than in

the cases studied here. We also assumed here that

selection is soft, that is demographic parameters are

independent of fitness (Wallace 1975), but it would be

interesting to extend our results to models of hard

selection, where mutation load on the front can stop an

expansion and even drive parts of the species range to

extinction (Peischl et al. 2015). Our results suggest that

admixture during range expansions, or secondary con-

tact between expanding lineages, could mitigate expan-

sion load and prevent marginal populations from

collapsing. A previous study of range expansions under

an additive model with hard selection has shown that

suppressing recombination at the wave front can have

beneficial effects for the spread of high-fitness lineages

(Peischl et al. 2015). Recombination modifiers, such as

inversions, could have a similar effect if mutations are

recessive and facilitate the spread of admixed lineages.

An interesting example for studying the potentially

beneficial role of admixture and suppressed recombina-

tion during range expansions is from the clam genus

Corbicula, which includes both sexual and asexual

(androgenetic diploid) lineages. Sexual populations are

restricted to their native Asian areas, but the androge-

netic lineages are widely distributed and extend as far

as in America and Europe where they are invasive (Pi-

gneur et al. 2014). Intriguingly, the invasive lineages

also show an excess of heterozygosity, which is pre-

served through clonal reproduction. No such excess of

heterozygosity is found in the native range, suggesting

that the combination of asexual reproduction and high

heterozygosity may have been key drivers of the

invasion.

An interesting prediction of our model is that if a

given proportion of deleterious mutations are recessive,

then heterozygosity–fitness correlations (HFC) should

naturally occur in populations that have recently

expanded their range (see Fig. 4A,C). Importantly, the

positive correlation between heterozygosity and fitness

in recently colonized areas can be observed at both the

individual level and the population level (see Figs 4

and 5). Even though our simulations modelled a single

expansion in a 2D habitat, we would expect similar

HFCs if there was a secondary contact between expand-

ing populations from different areas (e.g. from different

LGM refuge areas). The HFC should be even stronger

in the case of a secondary contact, because the isolation

between expanding lineages should be larger and dif-

ferent recessive alleles could have fixed in different

refugia or during the expansion from these refugia.

HFC have been observed in many cases of natural

range expansions and invasive species (Chapman et al.

2009), but their underlying mechanisms and their role

during range expansions and invasions are still unclear

(Szulkin et al. 2010; Rius & Darling 2014). A particular

interesting example of HFC is found in the invasive

weed Silene vulgaris, where, as predicted by our model

(see Figs 4 and 5), HFC correlations are observed in the

recently invaded North American range, but not in

their native European range (Keller et al. 2014). It

remains, however, unclear whether admixture between

divergent lineages has indeed a causal role in range

expansions. A combination of transplantation experi-

ments and genomic data analyses could certainly be

used to test the predictions of our model.

In summary, we have investigated here the evolution

of standing genetic variation during range expansions,

the dynamics of mean fitness on the expansion front if

mutations are recessive, and the genomic signature of

range expansions. Importantly, our results make predic-

tions that can be tested in natural populations. Empiri-

cal validation of our results would increase our

understanding of the interactions of demography and

selection (Lohmueller 2014) and could help us identify-

ing key drivers of range expansions and biological inva-

sions (Rius & Darling 2014).
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